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Religious Toleration and its Limits
in Early America
GEORGE DARGO*

INTRODUCTION'

Provincial recognition of religious freedom was widespread in early
America. Of all the written guarantees of individual freedom codified in the
charters, organic laws, patents, agreements and constitutions of early
America, religious toleration and freedom of conscience were the provisions
most frequently encountered. From New Hampshire to the Carolinas,
principles of religious liberty were adopted in some degree in nearly every
English mainland settlement either by royal instruction, proprietary grant or
provincial self-enactment.
Religious liberty was not universal nor was the regime of liberty
uniformly distributed either in place or in time. There were differences in
religious culture from region to region. Religious dissent was tolerated in
some colonies but not in others. And the growth of a tolerant spirit and the
advance of liberty was not inexorably progressive. Maryland, for example,
offered an early example of religious toleration. Founded by Roman
Catholics, Maryland was initially hospitable to Catholics until Anglicanism
became established early in the eighteenth century. Thereafter, Maryland
Catholics were reduced to second-class status, and in fact, by the time of the
American Revolution there was but one free-standing Roman Catholic
church in that entire province. Similarly, in colonial Virginia, the church
* B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University; J.D., Northeastern University; Professor
of Law, New England School of Law. The author wishes to thank Nancy McPheeters, a
member of the New England Law Review, for her excellent research and editorial work on
this article.
1. The preliminary draft of this article was based upon the research for a chapter on
Church and State in Colonial America done in connection with the author's book, GEORGE
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CONSTITUTIONALISM (1974). However, the interpretation offered in this article, developed
in a p"aper given at a conference on Religion in America sponsored by the Federal Judicial
Center and held at the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., in November 1994,
represents a significant departure from the author's earlier work both in emphasis and
viewpoint. The article is an adaptation from the 1994 paper.
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establishment became more entrenched in the eighteenth century than it had
ever been in the seventeenth.
In general, however, Early America was hospitable to religious
diversity. American colonial society was the most liberal in the western
world in terms of its toleration of religious minorities. The one great
exception was the posture of colonial society toward the Native American
Church.2 One student of Native American religion has referred to "[t]he
[illlusion of [rieligious [f]reedom [ffor [i]ndigenous Americans." 3 The
Supreme Court has "continued [the] destruction of Indian religions by the
courts' restrictive interpretation of the Constitution's free exercise clause in
Indian litigation ... ."" But "[t]he suppression of native American religion
has a long history." 5 Native Americans "have learned over generations of
bitter experiences to preserve their sacred traditions underground. 6
This article attempts to place this suppression of Native American
religion in America's earliest time. The argument is that religious freedom
in early America was not rooted in a theory or philosophy of religious
freedom. Rather, early Americans were lovers of religious freedom to the
extent that liberal policy comported with the immediate needs of settlement.
The Native American was an exception to this experience. Unable to find
a place in American society, the Native American faced not only the ignomy
of military conquest, loss of land, and loss of hope, but cultural extinction
as well. An integral part of this process was the destruction of the diverse
legacy of Native American spiritualism. Thus, the failure of American
colonial society to accommodate the Native American Church represented
the outer limit of religious toleration in an otherwise benign regime of
religious freedom.
Part I of this Article discusses early American social realities, which
strongly motivated the quest for religious liberty. Part II documents the
recognition and growth of religious freedom as evidenced in early colonial
charters. Part III delineates the extent to which non-Protestant religious
groups were tolerated in colonial societies. Part IV contrasts the religious
2. The terms "Native American Church" and "Native American Religion" have been
used by a leading modern scholar of the subject. See JOSEPH EPEs BROWN, THE SPIRITUAL
LEGACY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN, 12, 14, et passin. (1993) ("It has now become
abundantly clear that it is a fundamental and universal characteristic of Native American
cultures . . .that religion . . .is not a separate category of activity or experience that is
divorced from culture or society").
3. Russell Lawrence Barsh, The Illusion of Religious Freedom For Indigenous
Americans, 65 OR. L. REV. 363, 363 (1986).
4. Id. at 363.
5. Id. at 369.
6. BROWN, supra note 2, at 48.
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experiences of racial minorities, principally Africans and Native Americans,
noting that there was little room in the understanding of the early colonists
of the traditional religion of either group. Both Africans and Native
Americans were converted to Christianity. Conversion for Africans became
a source of liberation, but for Native Americans, it was more a matter of
pure survival. Part V focuses on this experience for Native Americans and
juxtaposes that experience with philosophical principles of religious
toleration set forth by two leading seventeenth century proponents of
religious toleration, Roger Williams and John Locke. The Article concludes
with the observation that the continuing failure to acknowledge the Native
American religious, experience is a product of our early history. Religious
toleration in early America was a product of social circumstance and
historical necessity. Lofty philosophical principles gave way to social
necessity on the issue of religious toleration whenever the two were in
conflict.
I. SOCIAL REALITY AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

Why did colonial America become the scene for the realization of
liberal ideology in matters of religious policy, and what was the scope and
extent of that liberalism once it had been achieved? The development of
toleration reflected the demands and necessities of colonial society.
"[T]oleration in practice ...owe[d] more to circumstances, or to religious
indifference, than to the promptings of the religious conscience itself."7
Social reality, rather than philosophic principle, was the engine behind the
development of religious freedom in colonial America. A multiplicity of
factors supplied the momentum for change; religious pluralism, geographic
spaciousness, and historical developments explain the emergence of a limited
regime of religious liberalism in early America.
A. RELIGIOUS PLURALISM

The overwhelming reality of colonial religious life was the fact of
religious pluralism. The rich assortment of religious groups, the proliferation of communities with distinct religious histories, and the increasing
number and variety of Dissenter (or Nonconforming) faiths after 1680
created a climate of religious tolerance which nurtured the idea of "freedom
of conscience." When no single sect predominated in any one area, it was
7. J.W. Gough, Introduction to JOHN LOCKE, EPISTOLA DE TOLERANTIA [LETTER ON
TOLERATION] 37 (1968).
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difficult to maintain notions or institutions based upon religious uniformity.
This was particularly evident in the middle colonies such as eighteenth
century Pennsylvania which was home not only to its Quaker founders but
also to Mennonites, Dunkers, Moravians, Schwenkfelders, Lutherans, the
Dutch Reformed, Presbyterians, Baptists, Anglicans, Jews, and Roman
Catholics. The Anglican missionary, Charles Woodmanson, declared,
"Africk never more abounded with New Monsters, than Pennsylvania does
The same was true in New York. As English
'.8.."
with new sects .
governor Sir Edmund Andros observed of New York in 1686: "there are
Religions of all sorts, one Church of England, several Presbyterians, and
Independents, Quakers and Anabaptists of several sects, some Jews .... ."9
But where uniformity of religion was more prevalent, religious freedom was
less secure and toleration was the exception rather than the rule.10
The single-church establishment was the familiar cultural mold that
shaped the thinking and set the course for the first European settlers in
America. Under this system of close state-church cooperation, a single
religious body, usually encompassing a majority of the population, enjoyed
special legal privileges and protections. Competing religious institutions and
doctrines were suppressed, either directly or indirectly. Tax monies for the
support of church and minister were collected by the state. The church ran
the schools. Church officials administered welfare and charity. The crucial
events of family life--birth, marriage, divorce, and death--were regulated by
the deeds and punctuated by the ceremonies of the standing order. Above
all, an orthodox constellation of beliefs was enforced by the vigorous
application of criminal statutes against heresy, blasphemy, and idolatry."
8. E.S. GAUSTAD,

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF RELIGION IN AMERICA 3 (rev. ed.

9. Id. at 2. See also

1976).

S. AHLSTROM, A RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN

chs. 13-16 (1972). On the complexity of the American religious experience in the
Colonial era, see J.M. Murrin, Religion and Politics in America from the First Settlements
to the Civil War, in RELIGION AND AMERICAN POLITICS: FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO
THE 1980S 19-43, esp. 20-22 (N.A. Noll ed. 1990) ("Religion in the Middle Atlantic Colonies
marked the most striking departure from the European norm of an established church").
10. For conflicting interpretations of the early American religious experience, compare
J. Butler, Coercion, Miracle, Reason: Rethinking the American Religious Experience in the
Revolutionary Age, with P.U. Bonomi, Religious Dissent and the Case for American
Exceptionalism, in RELIGION IN A REVOLUTIONARY AGE (Hoffman, et al., eds., 1994).
Bonomi emphasizes the growth of Dissent after 1680, which contributed to the separation of
America from England. In contrast, John Murrin concludes that by the middle of the
eighteenth century, dissent "was stagnant or declining .... More than a century after the
first settlements, most of the people in British America lived within a narrower band of
religious choices than fellow subjects enjoyed in England." Murrin, supra note 9, at 21.
11. "[Hiowever varied their experiences, Americans of the Revolutionary age usually
encountered Christianity in a state-supported church, which provided the most readily
PEOPLE,
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State power was the major instrument for achieving uniformity of faith
Religious uniformity could not be sustained without
and worship.
governmental coercion. True religion, said attorney Nathaniel Ward in
1645:
strictly binds every Conscience to contend earnestly for the Truth:
to preserve unity of spirit, Faith and Ordinances, to be all like
minded, of one accord; every man to take his Brother into his
Christian care, to stand fast with one spirit, with one mind striving
together for the faith of the Gospel; and by no means to permit
Heresies or Erroneous Opinions. 2
Church and state were allied institutions in the common struggle to re-create
well-ordered polities in a wilderness environment.
But while the traditional simple-church establishment was the model,
the American environment was hostile to traditional patterns of church-state
relations. The geography of North America, the very conditions of
American life, the necessities of settlement, and the character of the
immigrant population itself eroded established traditions and replaced them
with attitudes and practices that pointed in new directions. The idea that
church and state best served society when they rotated in separate and
distinct spheres was not widely accepted until after the American Revolution, but tendencies in that direction were in motion at the very outset of
American colonial life.
B. GEOGRAPHIC SPACIOUSNESS

First, there was the brute fact of sheer size. Religious liberty in early
American history was a function of geographic spaciousness. Provincial
America's greatest problem was its need for people--to fill the land, to
supply labor, to develop the country--in order to increase the wealth and
power of the English empire and the various corporate entities to which the
Crown had delegated governing authority. Religious exclusivity did not
square with such goals. As an example, Catholic Maryland quickly accepted
the need to tolerate English Protestants. The colony had been established
by Roman Catholic proprietors, but since Catholics did not emigrate to
America in large numbers, Maryland had to be hospitable to the greater
number of Protestants who would. Consequently, the Maryland Toleration
Act of 1649, that great moment in the early history of American religious
liberty, was neither a Catholic, nor Protestant measure, nor was it a product
available minister, services, and places of worship." Butler, supra note 10, at 6.
12. NATHANIEL WARD, THE SIMPLE COBBLER OF AGGAWAM (1645).
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of the liberalism of theory. Rather, the Act of Toleration was a practical
device for making Maryland more attractive to settlers of diverse religious
persuasions. Similarly, in the case of Quaker Pennsylvania, William Penn's
liberalism of principle happened to coincide with the needs of settlement.
Penn's easy land-grant policy, the liberality of his "frames of government,"
and his toleration of non-Quakers made Pennsylvania the home of a motley
assortment of religious groups who contributed to the peopling of that
province. 13
Indeed, when individual colonies became too zealous in their pursuit
of spiritual uniformity, they were subject to rebuke from the English
government for discouraging settlement. Thus, when South Carolina
excluded dissenters from sitting in the provincial assembly and tried to
establish an Anglican ecclesiastical court, the English Privy Council objected
because such a policy was likely to depopulate the province. 4 Again, in
1750, when the Virginia Council tried to limit the activities of dissenter
preachers, the Lords of Trade advised that a "free Exercise of Religion is so
valuable a branch of true liberty, and so essential to the enriching and
improving of a Trading Nation, it should ever be held sacred in His
Majesty's Colonies." 5
Geographic spaciousness had other consequences for traditional
religious establishments. The openness of the land weakened the hold that
churches could exercise through customary procedures of discipline and
control. Government was weak. Social hierarchy was fragile. American
society "was an institutional void."' 6 Any attempt to impose strict
orthodoxy led to seepage at the edges--of those for whom the prevailing
orthodoxy was too conservative, and of others for whom it was too easygoing. In England, the seepage was "vertical;" the heterodox went underground into secret "gatherings" and "conventicles." But in America, the
seepage was "horizontal;" dissenters moved away in voluntary exile or
through a process of punitive banishment. Rhode Island, on the one hand,
and the towns of the Connecticut Valley, on the other, were spin-offs from
the orthodoxy of Massachusetts, which was too narrow for the followers of
Roger Williams and too broad for the likes of Thomas Hooker. 7 Thus, the
American pattern of "horizontal" exit from orthodoxy created competing
13. Jon Butler, Protestant Pluralism, in JACOB ERNEST

THE NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES 619-20
14. DARGO, supra note 1, at 79.

(1993).

COOKE,

3

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF

15. Id.
16. Murrin, supra note 9, at 23.
17. Virginia DeJohn Anderson, British Settlements: New England, in JACOB ERNEST
COOKE, 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES 160, 162 (1993).
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religious communities that, in time, would shorten the reach of the standing
order.
Similarly, the distances between the colonial branches and the European
stock also had an impact upon religious freedom. Such distance made
provincial churches separate in fact if not in faith, made discipline from the
center impossible to enforce, made kindred churches within provinces into
semi-autonomous bodies, and made loose interprovincial denominational
associations the norm in church governance. Such spatial relations had a
revolutionary impact upon the traditional association of church and state and
pointed toward greater religious freedom."8
C. HISTORICAL TRENDS

Other factors deepened the gulf between the old doctrine of a uniform
faith within a single-church establishment and the emerging condition of
American religious diversity. The whole spirit of the eighteenth century was
against coerced belief, organized religious establishments, even religion
itself. Deism and philosophical rationalism pushed orthodoxy into a
defensive posture. The religious enthusiasm that we associate with the
itinerant preachers of the Great Awakening also'challenged the status quo
and the cold and lifeless orthodoxy of the established ministry. Beset by
these equally threatening forces, the Protestant churches, which in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had divided over fine points of
ecclesiology, now faced new enemies--the Enlightenment on one side and
religious fundamentalism on the other. Established churches found that they
had more to lose than to gain by alienating dissenting churches that
9
otherwise remained traditional in the fundamentals of belief and practice.
Still other agents contributed to the breakup of ancient attitudes
governing church-state relations. Commerce, politics, and war remained
serious competitors for attention in the eighteenth century. The need for
population also continued, particularly on the frontier. Colonial authorities
preferred to encourage immigrants, who were often members of left-wing
Dissenter or German Pietist groups, to settle in exposed border areas. And
still another fact to be reckoned with was plain indifference. In addition to
moving away from one church and toward another, many colonists had the
additional option of abandoning organized religion altogether. Here again,.
the spatial dimensions of America played a critical role in altering the
position of the church in society. Even after the embers of the Great
18. Bonomi, supra note 10, at 34-45.
19. Butler, supra note 10, at 20-24; Murrin, supra note 9, at 25-26.
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Awakening had cooled in coastal regions, the frontier simmered with
religious fundamentalism. The only ministers available for service in such
places were itinerants, each with a different sectarian persuasion. But
sectarian distinctions were a matter of indifference as long as preachers
could exhort, extol, declaim, and exhalt. On the frontier, the learned clergy
were as rare as lawyers, judges, doctors, and teachers. Consequently,
religious communities often found themselves to be "sheep without
' 20
shepherds. ,
In 1766, Charles Woodmanson, the Anglican missionary, made the
following observation regarding the absence of religion in the colony of
North Carolina:
As to North Carolina, the State of Religion therein is greatly to be
lamented .... The manners of the North Carolinians in General
are Vile and Corrupt. The whole Country is in a Stage of
Debauchery, Dissoluteness and Corruption--and how can it be
otherwise? The People are compos'd of the Out Casts of all the
other Colonies who take Refuge there .... Marriages (thro' want
of Clergy) are perform'd by ev'ry ordinary Magistrate. --Polygamy is very common-Celibacy, much more--Bastardy, no Disrepute--Concubinage General--When will this Augean Stable be
21
cleans'd!

Such was the result of the paucity of clergy. Moreover, a religious
establishment was always a costly legal obligation. Few frontier or
breakaway communities could afford to build a church or keep a minister
even if one were available. If the settlers were not homogeneous in faith,
several churches would have to be maintained, a capital expenditure far
beyond ordinary means. Indifference to fine points of doctrine, therefore,
22
was for some a matter not of choice but of circumstance.

20. Bonomi, supra note 10, at 36.
21. GAUSTAD, HISTORICAL ATLAS, supra note 8, at 3-4. What one Congregationalist
clergyman observed about Baptist preachers could be applied more generally to the situation
that prevailed on the western frontier: "Many people are so ignorant, as to be charmed more
with sound than sense. And to them, the want of knowledge in a teacher ... may easily be
made up, and overbalanced, by great zeal, an affecting tone of voice, and a perpetual motion
of the tongue." Id. at 132.
22. "[Rleligious indifference is imperceptibly disseminated from one end of the
continent to the other ... zeal in Europe is confined... here it burns away in the open air,
and consumes without effect." J. HECTOR ST. JOHN DE CREVECOEUR, LETrERS FROM AN
AMERICAN FARMER 47 (1782); see also Bonomi, supra note 10, passim, and Butler, supra
note 10, at 20.
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II. GROWTH OF FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
A. THE DOCUMENTS OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

The widespread recognition of principles of religious liberty was
reflected in the documentary record very early in colonial times. Rhode
Island's charter of 1663 declared that "everye person and persons may, from
tyme to tyme, and at all tymes hereafter, freelye and fullye have and enjoy
his and theire owne judgments and consciences, in matters of religious
concernments. '23 Rhode Island was the most liberal of all the early
colonies. By the end of the seventeenth century, Newport, Rhode Island,
was home to a number of important religious minorities--Quakers, Baptists,
Jews, and Roman Catholics all located within one square-mile area. It was
as if Newport had been zoned for religious freedom. 24
In 1663, the royal charter to the Anglican proprietors of Carolina
recognized freedom of conscience when it stipulated that:
because it may happen that some of the people and inhabitants of
the said province, cannot in their private opinions, conform to the
publick exercise of religion, according to the liturgy, form and
ceremonies of the church of England ... and for that the same,

by reason of the remote distances of these places, will, we hope
be no breach of the unity and uniformity established in this nation;
our will and pleasure therefore is, and we do by these presents,.

. give and grant... (for conscience sake) ...[the liberty not to
follow the] liturgy and ceremonies .... the oaths and articles [of

the Anglican establishment, provided only that the behavior of
religious dissenters] ...

do not disturb in any wise the peace and

safety thereof, or scandalize or reproach the said liturgy, forms
and ceremonies.25
In 1676, the proprietors of West New Jersey, in Concessions and

Agreements, asserted that:

23. Charter of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations (1663), reprinted in 6 THE

FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS, COLONIAL CHARTERS, AND OTHER ORGANIC LAWS
OF THE STATES, TERRITORIES, AND COLONIES Now OR HERETOFORE FORMING THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA 3211, 3213 (F.N. Thorpe ed. 1906) [hereinafter THE FEDERAL AND
STATE CONSTITUTIONS].

24. As several Dutch Reformed ministers once observed: "Rhode Island ... is the
receptacle of all sorts of riff-raff people, and is nothing less than the sewer of New England."
Quoted in GAUSTAD, supra note 8, at 1.
25. Charter of Carolina (1663), reprinted in 5 THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 23, at 2743, 2752-53.
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no men, nor number of men upon earth, hath power or authority
to rule over men's consciences in religious matters . . . [and,
therefore, that] no person or persons whatsoever within the said
Province . . .shall be ...upon any pretence whatsoever, called
in question, or in the least punished or hurt, either in person,
estate, or privilege, for the sake of his opinion, judgment, faith or
worship towards God in matters of religion.26
In New Hampshire, the Commission of John Cutt (1680) to establish
a government separate from that of Massachusetts provided that:
for [the] greater ease & satisfacon of [our] s[aid] loving subjects
in matters of Religion We do hereby will, require & com'and
[that] liberty of conscience shall be allowed unto all protestants;
[and that those who conformed to the rites of the church of
England] shall be particularly countenanced & encouraged.27
The New York Charter of Liberties and Privileges, adopted in 1683 by
the first assembly of deputies to convene in that colony, confirmed the
existence of several Christian churches (Dutch Reformed, Congregational,
Presbyterian, and Anglican), established these as "privileged Churches," and
guaranteed the same rights to all Christian churches that were to be settled
thereafter.2" In addition, the charter stated that no person professing belief
in Christ "shall at any time be any ways molested punished disquieted or
called in Question for any Difference in opinion or Matter of Religious
Concernment."29 The New York Charter of Liberties was never ratified by
the Privy Council, but legislation passed in the 1690s confirmed many of its
provisions, including liberty of conscience.
Even Virginia, the province where Anglicanism was first established
and where it enjoyed the most substantial popular support of any of the
Church of England colonies, eventually gave way to the winds of change
sweeping across British America. As early as 1679, a royal instruction to
the Virginia governor required that, in order "to give all possible encouragement to persons of different persuasions in matters of religion to transport
themselves thither with their stocks, you are not to suffer any man to be
molested or disquieted in the exercise of his religion." Roman Catholics
were subsequently excepted from this imperial directive, which was later

26. Charter of Fundamental Laws of West New Jersey Agreed Upon (1676), reprinted

in 5 THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 23, at 2548-49.
27. Commission of John Cult (1680), reprinted in 4 THE FEDERAL AND STATE

supra note 23, at 2446, 2448.
28. Charter of Liberties and Privileges (1683), reprinted in 7 SOURCES AND
DOCUMENTS OF UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONS 164, 167 (W.F. Swindler ed. 1978).
29. Id. at 166.
CONSTITUTIONS,
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applied to all the royal provinces.
In 1682, the Frame of Government of Pennsylvania decreed that no
persons shall be "molested or prejudiced for their religious persuasion, or
practice, in matters of faith and worship."30 This same concept of religious
freedom was also echoed in the 1701 Charter of Privileges granted by
William Penn to the inhabitants of Pennsylvania and Delaware." The
Charter stated that "no People can be truly happy ...if abridged of the
Freedom of their Consciences."32
Even in New England, religious orthodoxy began to collapse. In 1691,
the Charter of Massachusetts Bay granted to its people a "liberty of
conscience. 3 3 In this case, such liberty of conscience was limited to all
Christian inhabitants, but it specifically excluded "papists.''4 In Connecticut, where a Congregational religious establishment would outlast all others
save that of Massachusetts, religious tolerance was accepted as early as
1669, when deviants from strict orthodoxy who were otherwise sound in
faith were given "allowance of their persuasion and profession in church
ways or assemblies without disturbance."35 Then, in the first decade of the
eighteenth century, the entrenched Connecticut establishment granted
dissenters the right to worship in public, provided that they were prepared
to continue to give tax support to the Congregational church. In approving
the Saybrook Platform of Church Discipline (1708), a form of "presbyterial
Congregationalism," the Connecticut Assembly provided that:
nothing herein shall be intended and construed to hinder or
prevent any society or church that is or shall be allowed by the
laws of this government, who soberly differ or dissent from the
united churches hereby established, from exercising worship and
discipline in their own way, according to their consciences.36
This provision referenced a law passed earlier in the year which applied the
English Act of Toleration "granting liberties of worshipping God in a way
separate from that which is by law established . . . without any let,
30. Frame of Government of Pennsylvania (1682), reprinted in 5 THE FEDERAL AND

STATE CONSTrrUTIONS, supra note 23, at 3052, 3063.

31. Charter of Privileges Granted by William Penn, Esq. to the Inhabitants of

Pennsylvania and Territories (1701), reprinted in 5 THE
TIONS, supra note 23, at 3076-77.

32. Id.

FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITU-

33. Charter of Massachusetts Bay (1691), reprinted in I

THE FEDERAL AND STATE

CONSTITUTIONS, COLONIAL CHARTERS AND OTHER ORGANIC LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES,

942, 950 (B. Poore ed. 1924).
34. Id.

35. DARGO, supra note I, at 83.
36. Id.
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hindrance and molestation whatsoever." Connecticut's little statute of
toleration was more an effort to appease the English and deflect a move
against that colony by the imperial authorities than a measured response to
local demands for religious liberalism. Even so, it fit the pattern of a
loosening church establishment.37
B. GROWTH OF FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE

Liberty of conscience was circumscribed by laws against Quakers,
Jews, Catholics, Unitarians, freethinkers and atheists and by laws establishing religious tests for office. Nevertheless, provincial recognition of the
principle of toleration, restricted though it was, represented a significant
modification of the traditional pattern of church-state relations. Evidence of
the growth of freedom of conscience as early as the mid-seventeenth
Century is abundant. The results of this widespread recognition of freedom
of conscience early in our colonial history can best be measured by the
dramatic increase in the number, variety, and distribution of churches from
the mid-seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth century.3 8
In 1650, only four colonies, Rhode Island, New York, Maryland, and
Delaware, had two or more denominations. All the rest had but one. The
Congregational establishment in most of New England and the Anglican
establishment of Virginia enjoyed undisputed ecclesiastical hegemony. But
in Rhode Island and Maryland, the two colonies that openly espoused a
policy of toleration, there was a mixture of churches. Three of Catholic
Maryland's four Anglican churches were set up in 1650, one year after the
Maryland Toleration Act. What would later be the English colony of New
York was already showing its characteristic religious diversity, with New
England's Puritan overflow of Congregationalists and Presbyterians
competing with New York's dominant Dutch Reformed Church. A century
later, by 1750, there was a "mixture" of churches in every colony, ranging
from three separate churches in New Hampshire, to seven in South Carolina,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, and eight in New York. No denomination
was found in fewer than five colonies, and two (Presbyterians and Baptists)
could be found in as many as eleven. There were five settled Jewish
communities in five different colonies from Rhode Island in the northeast
to Georgia in the south. Predictably, the Anglican church had a presence in
all of the original Thirteen Colonies.

37. Id. at 83-84.
38. The figures presented in the text are based upon data compiled by Rev. Frederick
L. Weis and printed in GAUSTAD, supra note 8, at 175.
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In provinces that, in 1650, had supported a single-church establishment,
the pattern of uniformity had been broken; where diversity existed from the
start, it intensified. The policy of toleration, widespread by 1700 and even
broader by 1750, had had the effect of encouraging the proliferation of
churches, measured in terms of their overall distribution throughout British
America.
0

III. TOLERATION OF MARGINAL GROUPS

A. ATHEISTS
Protestant Christianity was dominant everywhere but Atheists were
beyond the pale even in the most liberal colonies. Atheists represented a
challenge to the standing order whether the structure of that standing order
was rigidly orthodox or tolerant of dissent. Atheists undermined true belief
and thus interfered with religious practice. Freedom of conscience did not
include the freedom to disbelieve. Nor was the government neutral toward
disbelief. Even dissenter groups expected the authorities to be active against
atheists. To question the truth of religion was "to dissolve all those
obligations whereby . . . civil societies are preserved."39 Unlike other
marginal groups, however, atheists were individualists. Their religious
beliefs--or lack of such belief--did not require communal expression. While
atheism was abhorrent as a philosophical position, it represented no serious
threat to social stability in real terms.
B. QUAKERS

Quakers were more suspect. Their presence was strongest in Pennsylvania, a Quaker colony. But elsewhere, Quakers were reviled. One North
Carolinian observed that "[t]he Quakers in this precinct are very numerous,
extremely ignorant, insufferably proud and ambitious, and consequently
ungovernable., 40 Quakers were considered to be radical and given to
excess in their political as well as in their religious beliefs. Quakers
believed that revelation came through an "inner light" and that a trained
ministry was not required for personal salvation. But the doctrine of the
"inner light" was viewed by the Anglican establishment and Dissenter
groups alike as highly subversive of authority. Quaker pacifism and refusal

39. Gough, supra note 7, at 41 n (quoting Chief Justice Hale).
40. GAUSTAD, supra note 8, at 3.
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to pay taxes, plus their stubborn adherence to the principles of their faith,
led to persecutions both in England and in most of the American colonies,
particularly in the early period of settlement. Nevertheless, Quakers did
have settled communities in Rhode Island as well as in the colonies of New
Jersey and New York even before William Penn received his grant to
establish what became Quakerism's "Holy Experiment" in Pennsylvania.41
C. ROMAN CATHOLICS

Prejudice toward Roman Catholics was deep-seated and widespread.
Only in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island did Catholics find a mildly
hospitable reception. "Anti-popery" was a term of profound opprobrium,
and it reflected a deepseated and widespread animus toward Catholics and
the Roman Catholic Church that was pervasive in American colonial society.
"Anti-popery proved to be a remarkably durable cultural system." 42 It was
a major source of unity amidst the clamor of disparate voices in American
colonial society. The general tendency of colonial history was toward
church disestablishment, but Roman Catholicism had a strong establishment
tradition. Moreover, England's major imperial rivals were the Catholic
countries of France and Spain. "Papists" were thought to have an affinity
toward England's enemies, a fear which was reinforced by the Seven Years
War. American Protestants viewed Roman Catholicism as cruel, superstitious, idolatrous and conspiratorial.
Anti-popery was rooted in English culture and was part of the cultural
baggage of British America. In the seventeenth century, for example, John
Foxe's Book of Martyrs, a sixteenth century chronicle of Catholic atrocities
against Protestants, was, along with the Bible, the most commonly used
book in New England 3 By 1750, only five colonies had any Roman
Catholics to speak of. Most of these were located in New York and
Maryland. Anti-Catholic laws remained ubiquitous, and few Catholics
settled in colonies where such laws existed. Anti-Catholic attitudes only
began to subside when independence was declared and the Continental
Congress forged alliances with the major Catholic countries. In the
44
Revolution, "anti-popery proved an impediment to the rebel cause.'
41.

C.L. VER STEEG, THE FORMATIVE YEARS, 1607-1763, 118-19 (1964).

See also

Joseph E. Illick, Quakerism, in JACOB ERNEST COOKE, 3 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN COLONIES 595 (1993).
42. F.D. Cogliano, No King, No Popery: Anti-Popery and Revolution in New England,
1745-91 viii (1993) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University).
43. Id.at 19.
44. Id.
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Americans redirected their political hatreds toward the English monarchy
and all things English, thus allowing anti-Catholicism to subside. Antipopery did not disappear from American life, but it would never occupy the
central position it held for so long, with such virulence, in the cultural
ideology of Colonial America.
D. JEWS

Jews were yet another suspect class. Jews were concentrated in the
largest commercial cities (New York, Newport, Philadelphia, and Charleston), but their numbers were few. Jews were usually part of the merchant
class. Some of the most successful Jews assimilated into the larger culture
through intermarriage. Jewish religious institutions were very weak. There
were no ordained rabbis in the colonies. Religious questions had to be
referred to the London rabbinate. Since Jewish identity was attenuated, it
represented no threat to the dominant culture. This may explain why Jews
were tolerated wherever they settled. There were no Jewish ghettos, no
"Jew codes," and no official anti-semitism. But Jews could not vote, even
in tolerant Rhode Island, despite the fact that Parliament enacted a statute
in 1740 conferring the rights of British citizens on Jews and Quakers living
in the American colonies. Colonial America was an open society relative
to what Jews had experienced at other times in their history. Thus, while
Jews were not full participants in colonial American life, America did offer
to those who settled here a safe haven and the chance to develop Jewish
communities. Still, even the liberal Newport minister, Ezra Stiles, predicted
45
that "Jews will never become incorporated with the people of America."
IV.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM FOR RACIAL MINORITIES

What of the other principal "minorities" in Colonial America-"minorities" not by virtue of their religious views but "minorities" by virtue
of race, principally Africans and Native Americans? What was the religious
experience of these groups amid the growing pluralism of American
religious life? Did African-Americans and Native Americans find American
religion coercive or liberating?

45. Leo Hershkowitz, Judaism, in JACOB ERNEST COOKE, 3 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES 638 (1993).
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A. THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

Colonial American blacks did not have their own separate churches
until late in the Colonial period. Traditional African religions did not
survive the Atlantic crossing. Nevertheless, conversion to Christianity was
a slow process since owners were reluctant to convert their slaves. One
English minister who visited the Virginia colony late in the seventeenth
century observed that African slaves had not been converted to Christianity
because "Trade [was] preferred before Religion and Christ made to give
place to Mammon. 4, 6 Another divine observed that:
Christians in America . . . especially Protestants . . . take very
little care to have their slaves instructed . . . as if it were not a

positive duty incumbent on them, by the precepts of Christianity
....

There, provided that the slaves can multiply, and work hard

for the benefit of their masters, most men are well satisfied
without the least thoughts of using their authority and endeavors
to promote the good of the souls of those poor wretches.47
The reasons for this deliberate aversion toward converting the African
were several. First, conversion required teaching, and slave owners refused
to provide the necessary time for the instruction of slaves. Second, the
owners feared that baptism would make slaves ungovernable by fostering
dangerous notions of personal emancipation. Third, the equality implicit in
Christianity would make it difficult to maintain discipline and subordination.
Many slaves resisted Christianity because it was the religion of their
oppressors. In order to encourage the conversion of slaves by their reluctant
masters, a number of colonies enacted legislation specifically providing that
manumission would not automatically follow upon conversion, and these
enactments were upheld by the Crown after appeal. Indeed, to justify racial
slavery, Christian evangelists began to argue that conversion enhanced
docility and contributed to slave control because
it constructed "a stout wall
48
between spiritual and temporal equality.
Even by the middle of the eighteenth century, Christianized slaves were
still a minority in the black population. But those who did convert were not
treated as equals by their white co-religionists. There were no separate
black churches even in the Southern colonies where most Africans lived.
Black preachers had not yet emerged as a leadership class within the Black

46. A.J.

RABOTEAU, SLAVE RELIGION: THE 'INVISIBLE INSTITUTION' IN THE ANTEBEL-

LUM SOUTH 98 (1978).

47. Id.
48. Id. at 103.
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community. For the most part, worship took place in the presence of whites.
Slaves either accompanied their owners to services or sat in segregated back
pews. Increasingly, however, slaves were drawn to the more emotional strains
of American Protestantism--Baptism, Methodism, New Side Presbyterianism
and New Light Congregationalism. "[T]here were enough similarities
[between evangelical Protestantism and the African spiritual heritage] to make
it possible for slaves to find some common ground between the beliefs of their
ancestors and those of the white Christians."
The Great Awakening caused profound change in the religious
orientation of many African-Americans who went through personal
conversion experiences in increasing numbers. The egalitarianism of
religious revival meetings, particularly those conducted by Baptist and
Methodist preachers, had great emotional appeal for blacks. The personal
account of a former slave, written many years later recounting childhood
experiences, reflects the power which evangelicals had in the rural South in
the early nineteenth century.
My mistress and her family were all Episcopalians. The nearest
church was five miles from our plantation, and there was no
Methodist church nearer than ten miles. So we went to the
Episcopal church, but always came home as we went, for the
preaching was above our comprehension, so that we could
understand but little that was said. But soon the Methodist
religion was brought among us, and preached in a manner so plain
that the way faring man, though a fool, could not err therein.
This new doctrine produced great consternation among the
slaveholders. It was something which they could not understand.
It brought glad tidings to the poor bondman; it bound up the
broken-hearted; it opened the prison doors to them that were
bound, and let the captive go free. As soon as it got among the
slaves, it spread from plantation to plantation, until it reached
ours, where there were but few who did not experience religion.49

Such religious conversion put less emphasis upon religious instruction
and more on religious feeling. Blacks with a talent for preaching appeared
in southern communities and often preached to people of both races. The
fervor of religious enthusiasm among whites led to a relaxation of the
strictures against the conversion of blacks. Racially mixed congregations
developed as the number of black congregants increased. This led to racial

49. Id. at 133 (quoting JOHN THOMPSON, THE LiFE OF JOHN THOMPSON, A FuGrITVE
SLAVE (1856)).
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splits in some congregations and to the emergence of all-black churches.
The first such all-black church was established at Silver Bluff, South
Carolina, one year before independence.50
For many blacks, religion changed from a coercive to a liberating
experience. For free blacks as well as for the slave population, religion
created an enclave of freedom in an otherwise oppressive and racist world.
The egalitarianism of the more evangelical forms of Protestantism even
caused what one historian has called "religious reciprocity" between blacks
and whites: through a shared religious experience some whites came to
recognize the essential humanity of a people once thought to be inferior in
every way.5"
Phyllis Wheatley, the black poet who had been abducted from Africa
at the age of eight, and whose Poems on Various Subjects Religious and
Moral52 was the first full-length book by an African-American, merged
"the memory of African sun worship ... with the language of evangelical
Christianity and the language of Revolutionary freedom to produce a poetics
of ascent and liberation."53 In one of her poems, Wheatley wrote:
Soaring through air to find the bright abode
Th'empyreal palace of the thund'ring God,
We on they pinions can surpass the wind,
And leave the rolling universe behind:
From star to star the mental optics rove,
Measure the skies, and range the realms above.
There in one view we grasp the mighty whole, 54
Or with new worlds amaze th'unbounded soul.
In short, African-Americans, slave as well as free, were able to find within
the Christian evangelical experience, an idiom for the expression of their
most profound yearnings for freedom, personal salvation and at least a
partial reidentification with their African past.
B. THE NATIVE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

The Native American experience was different. For Native Americans,
conversion to Christianity was more a matter of survival than of liberation.
50. Id. at 139.
51. Id. at 128-50.
52. PHYLLIS WHEATLEY, POEMS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS RELIGIOUS AND MORAL

(1773).
53. B. Erkkila, Phyllis Wheatley and the Black American Revolution, in A MIXED
RACE: ETHNICITY IN EARLY AMERICA 236 (F. Shuffelton ed. 1993).
54. Id.
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Assimilation to European culture on European terms was the only alternative
to physical annihilation. "Any Christianity they espoused either lay very
lightly on the surface of their lives or was deeply syncretized with native
elements; in whatever degree its acceptance was calculated to ensure their
tribal independence and ethnic identity."'" Native American spiritualism
did have some impact upon the Christianity that Native Americans came to
practice, but the growing isolation of Native American communities and
their rapidly declining numbers in relation to the dominant European
population were more important factors in Native American history than
conversion to Christianity would ever prove to be. Conversion itself was a
very different experience for Native Americans than it had been, for
example, for African-American slaves. For Native Americans, Christian
conversion blended into well-established indigenous practices and articles of
faith--a process referred6 to by one student of the subject as "nonexclusive
cumulative adhesion.'
The first Bible published in British America was a translation of the
Old and New Testaments into one of the Algonquian languages by the
Massachusetts missionary, John Eliot. Eliot converted over a thousand

55. J. AXTELL, THE EUROPEAN AND THE INDIAN: ESSAYS IN THE ETHNOHISTORY OF

COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA 270 (1981).
56. BROWN, supra note 2, at 26-27.

The pervasive force of historical Christian ministries has probably had
some impact upon all American Indian peoples. The gradations of Indian
affiliation with Roman Catholicism and Protestant denominations span two
extremes: there are those who have fully accepted the new faith, accompanied by conscious rejection of their own religious traditions and even of
their own languages, and those who have been exposed to elements of
Christianity, or who even may once have totally accepted Christianity, but
have since returned to an often intensified participation in their own sacred
ways. Incomplete evidence suggests that these two groups constitute
minorities in relation to those who are situated in unique manner between
the two extremes. A key element in the evaluation of Indian affiliation
with Christianity, to which sufficient attention has not been given in either
scholarly literature or in church documents, lies in [the] special meaning of
conversion for most American Indians .... When, therefore, the Christian
message came to the peoples through dedicated missionaries who led
exemplary and sacrificial lives, the people easily understood the truths of
message and example due to the profundity of their own beliefs; it was not
difficult for them to adopt and adapt new expressions of values into the
sacred fabric of their own religious culture. The historical phenomenon is
thus not conversion as understood in exclusivistic manner by the bearers of
Christianity, but rather a continuation of the people's ancient and traditional
facility for what may be termed nonexclusive cumulative adhesion.
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Native Americans to Christianity. By 1676, Eliot's "praying Indians" lived
in nearly two dozen separate Native American villages with their own
ordained ministers. But the bloody encounters that took place during King
Philip's War (1675-1676) left only four of these Christian villages intact
despite the fact that these "praying Indians" sided with the English settlers.
The English, in particular, made "[o]nly minimal efforts ... to instruct
Indian tribes in Christian doctrine and most of the efforts were inspired by
the hope that conversion would go hand in hand with pacification and
political control." 57 For political and economic reasons, Native Americans
and African-Americans were treated as inassimilable by the colonists. But
African-Americans eventually found a subordinate niche in colonial
American society through the institution of slavery, and Christianization
became very much a part of that system of caste domination. The unique
African-American forms of Protestant observance were tolerated as part of
the broadening base of American religious practice. Native Americans,
however, had no such position in American society, and consequently, the
Native American way of life, including Native American spirituality,
remained outside the boundaries of tolerable religious experience.58 As far
as the assimilation of Indians was concerned, "nothing could have been less
desirable to European settlers, who coveted Indian land but not land with
Indians on it. Nor did Indians seek entry into white society, for there was
little they wanted from Europeans that they could not obtain through
bartering skins and furs."'59
One measure of the contrast in the position of these two groups were
their divergent demographic histories. Even though black mortality was
higher than that of whites during the colonial period, the African-American
population continued to grow. The Native American population declined
dramatically, however, because of epidemic disease, war, and physical
displacement from their lands. 6° Alcohol, for example, "was distributed
among Indian tribes in order to create not only dependency but addiction.
Rum . . . was intended to sustain life among blacks while destroying life
among Indians.'
57.

G.B. NASH, RED, WHITE AND BLACK: THE PEOPLES OF EARLY AMERICA 311

(1974).
58. D.A. Saar, The Heritage of American Ethnicity in Crevecoeur's Letters from an
American Farmer, in A MIXED RACE, supra note 53, at 253 ("While Africans, against their
will, were implicated in the system of society that enable[d] the white immigrant to become
occupy a peculiar place within the system, the Native
an American and so, as slaves ....
American st[ood] outside the system entirely.").
59. NASH, supra note 57, at 311.
60. AXTELL, supra note 55, at 306.
61. NASH, supra note 57, at 315.
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V. PHILOSOPHICAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
A. ROGER WILLIAMS

The widespread experience of religious freedom in early America did
not exist in a philosophical vacuum. A growing body of thought advocating
toleration of religious dissent, or even absolute liberty of conscience, created
a climate that was conducive to progressive development. Chief among
these theoretical writings, and surely the outstanding American contributor
to the debate on religious freedom, was Roger Williams, the founder of
Rhode Island.
Due to his numerous writings published both in England and America,
and because of his prominence as a Puritan minister, political statesman and
student of Native Americans, Roger Williams' position as early America's
strongest advocate of toleration, freedom of conscience, and separation of
church and state was well known. As one historian has observed, "No one
was indifferent to what Roger Williams had to say."62 Williams, however,
did not derive his liberal position on religious freedom solely on the basis
of theological or doctrinal postulates. On the contrary, Williams drew much
of his argument from historical experience. He defended Catholics, Jews,
Turks, even anti-Christians as "peaceable and quiet subjects, loving and
"...,63 Williams pointed to
helpful neighbors, fair and just dealers .
examples in history where cities and whole kingdoms flourished with the
presence of these groups who proved loyal to the civil government. For
Williams, "reason and experience," not the dictates of philosophy, pointed
in the direction of liberty.' 4 "Reason and experience," the pragmatic strain
in the thought of Roger Williams, would prove to be a dominant motif in
early America's justification for toleration, but it would also define the
limitations of that theory as a basis of religious liberty.
In 1644, while in London trying to secure a charter for his colony,
Williams hastily composed his principal work on the theory of religious

62. I.H. POLISHOOK, ROGER WILLIAMS, JOHN COTrON AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: A
CONTROVERSY IN NEW AND OLD ENGLAND 24 (1967). Williams' continuing battles over
matters of religious doctrine and church governance with John Cotton, orthodoxy's spiritual
leader in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, were well publicized. The running controversy
between Williams and Cotton constituted "a transatlantic debate over church-state relations."
Id.
63. ROGER WILLIAMS, BLOUDY TENENT OF PERSECUTION FOR CAUSE OF CONSCIENCE
DISCUSSED IN A CONFERENCE BETWEEN TRUTH AND PEACE 93 (1948 ed.).

64. Id.
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toleration and freedom of conscience. In the Bloudy Tenent of Persecution,65 Williams set forth a radical critique of the established religious
order and pleaded for the total separation of what he elsewhere identified as
the "garden" of the church from the "wilderness" of the world. In the
Bloudy Tenent, Williams proposed an extremely liberal view of freedom of
conscience. In his introduction, Williams offered an overview of his
philosophical position in one of the book's few clear passages:
The doctrine of persecution for cause of conscience, is proved
guilty of all the blood of the souls crying for vengeance under the
alter ....
It is the will and command of God, that ... permission of the most Paganish, Jewish, Turkish, or anti-Christian
consciences and worships be granted to all men in all nations and
countries .... The permission of other consciences and worships
than a state professeth, only can, according to God, procure a firm
and lasting peace.'
Some years later, Williams modified his approach to religious liberty
probably as a result of the fact that he had gained a position of some
political authority. Soon after he was elected to the presidency of Rhode
Island, Williams wrote a letter of political advice to the people of the town
of Providence. Now in the role of a government official, Williams had to
justify the legitimate claims of civil government. He modified and refined
what some perceived as his extreme philosophy of religious freedom.
Without abandoning any of the central principles he had formulated as
a religious outsider, Williams acknowledged that there were limits to
freedom of conscience imposed by the responsibilities of citizenship. 67
65. The BLOUDY TENENT was "a messy book." In structure and style the work was
unusually prolix, yet the main themes of Williams' philosophy of religious freedom were
contained within its many complex pages. E.S. GAUSTAD, LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE: ROGER
WILLIAMS IN AMERICA 69 (1991).
66. WILLIAMS, supra note 63, at 1-2.
67. Letter from Roger Williams to the Town of Providence (1655), in LETTERS OF
ROGER WILLIAMS, 1632-1882, 278-79 (J.R. Bartlett ed., 1874).
That ever I should speak or write a tittle, that tends to such an infinite
liberty of conscience, is a mistake, and which I have ever disclaimed and
abhorred. To prevent such mistakes, I shall at present only propose this
case: There goes many a ship to sea, with many hundred souls in one ship,
whose weal and woe is common, and is a true picture of a commonwealth,
or a human combination or society. It hath fallen out sometime, that both
papists and protestants, Jews and Turks, may be embarked in one ship;
upon which supposal I affirm, that all the liberty of conscience, that ever
I pleaded for, turns upon these two hinges--that none of the papists,
protestants, Jews, or Turks, be forced to come to the ship's prayers or
worship, nor compelled from their own particular prayers or worship, if
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Written as a reply to a seditious paper then circulating in Providence,
Williams denied ever having sanctioned principles of religious liberty that
would subvert civil peace. He disavowed any adherence to "an infinite
liberty of conscience" as he had implied in the Bloudy Tenent. He
acknowledged that there were limits to freedom of conscience, limits
imposed by the respons ibilities of good citizenship. Analogizing the civil
government with a ship at sea, Williams stated that Catholics as well as
Protestants, Jews as well as Turks, were equally bound to the ordinary duties
and responsibilities which every ship's commander had the power and right
to impose upon passengers and crew alike. While permitted to absent
themselves from the ship's religious observances, in order to follow their
own, as members of the ship's company all were required "to obey the
common laws and orders ... concerning their common peace or preservation. ,68
But Roger Williams did not share the same beliefs about Native
Americans held by other early Americans. Williams "managed to establish
a rapport with and understanding of the Native Americans unmatched by
any of his countrymen in the New World., 69 Williams' first published
book was a careful and extensive study of the Native Americans of New
England." The book was based upon Williams' contacts with the native
population which he undertook soon after his arrival in Massachusetts in
1631. 7' Ostensibly a language study, when finally printed in London in

Id.

they practice any. I further add, that I never denied, that notwithstanding
this liberty, the commander of this ship ought to command the ship's
course, yea, and also command that justice, peace and sobriety, be kept and
practiced, both among the seamen and all the passengers. If any of the
seamen refuse to perform their services, or passengers to pay their freight;
if any refuse to help, in person or purse, towards the common charges or
defence; if any refuse to obey the common laws and orders of the ship,.
concerning their common peace or preservation; if any shall mutiny and
rise up against their commanders and officers; if any should preach or write
that there ought to be no commanders or officers, because all are equal in
Christ, therefore no masters nor officers, no laws nor orders, nor corrections
nor punishments; --1 say, I never denied, but in such cases, whatever is
pretended the commander or commanders may judge, resist, compel and
punish such transgressors, according to their deserts and merits.

68. Id. at 279.

69. GAUSTAD, supra note 65, at 28.
70. ROGER WILLIAMS, A KEY INTO THE LANGUAGE OF AMERICA (4th ed. 1866) (J.
Hammond Trumbull ed. 1973).
71. "During his stay [in Plymouth] Williams made the most of his contact. with the
natives of the region. His bold respect for the Indians' dignity as men and his willingness
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1643, the book proved to be the first serious anthropological investigation
of Native American culture in British America.72
"Nature knows no difference," Williams wrote, "between Europeans and
Americans in blood, birth, bodies, etc., God having of one blood made all
mankind. 7 3 It was an extraordinary statement, for it meant that at least,
for Roger Williams, Native Americans and English Christians were on the
same level. As a consequence, Williams made no effort to convert the
Rhode Island Narragansetts to the Gospel. Not only was this because of
Williams' opposition to forced conversion, but because of his profound
respect for the Native American's spiritual integrity. As Williams summarized this idea in his book on Native American language:
Boast not proud English, of thy birth & blood,
Thy brother Indian is by birth as Good.
Of one blood God made Him and Thee, & All,
As wise, as fair, as strong, as personall.74
By his actions and his attitudes, Williams manifested a deep appreciation of
the Native American. Roger Williams explicitly recognized the rights of
Native Americans to their own system of religious belief.
Roger Williams was not alone in calling for religious toleration in the
seventeenth century. A number of English publications advocated freedom
of conscience in doctrinal formulations similar to that of Williams. For
example, in 1643, there appeared in press an essay titled Liberty of
Conscience; or the Sole Means to Obtain Peace and Truth in which an
unnamed author expressed the view that "the distractions and troubles of the
English nation were owing in great measure to the general obstinancy and
adverseness of most men of all ranks and qualities to tolerate and bear with
tender consciences, [the] different opinions of their brethren." 75 Then, in
1644, the year Williams published the Bloudy Tenent, another piece
to deal with them on a basis of equality won their lasting friendship." POLISHOOK, supra
note 62, at 8.
72. In Chapter XXI of the work, Of Their Religion, Williams detailed Native American
religious beliefs and practices. As he observed on the first page of the chapter, "He that
questions whether God made the World, the Indians will teach him. I must acknowledge I
have received in my converse with them many Confirmations of those two great points. 1.
That God is [and] 2. That He is a rewarder of all them that diligently seek Him." WILLIAMS,
supra note 70, at 147.
73. GAUSTAD, supra note 65, at 28.
74. WILLIAMS, supra note 70, at 81. Over a century later, "An American Farmer"
echoed Roger Williams' appreciation of the Native American when he wrote that Indians
were as "stout and well made as Europeans [and] are in many instances superior to us." DE
CREVECOEUR, supra note 22, at 209-10.
75. WILLIAMS, supra note 63, at xxxiii-xxxiv.
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advocating similar doctrines, The Compassionate Samaritan, Unbinding the
i 1644, in a work titled A Pleafor
Conscience, appeared in print.16 Also, in
Liberty of Conscience in a Church Way, one John Goodwin "by his
powerful writings did much to disseminate right views on this great
subject."" And in 1646, Jeremy Taylor published his Discourse of the
Liberty of Prophesying in which he defended religious liberty because it was
dictated by the law of reason. Some years later John Milton wrote a
Treatise of Civil Power in EcclesiasticalCauses, advancing the notion that
every man could discover religious truth through the exercise of reason.7"
Simultaneously, Henry Stubbe, a student colleague of John Locke and a
prolific author, wrote An Essay in Defence of the Good Old Cause, or a
Discourse concerning the Rise and Extent of the Power of the Civil
Magistrate in Reference to Spiritual Affairs in which he pleaded for the
extension of religious liberty even to Roman Catholics. In 1660, the year
of the Stuart Restoration, another contemporary of Locke and Stubbe,
Edward Bayshaw, published a pamphlet entitled the Great Question
concerning Things Indifferent in Religious Worship Briefly Stated and
advocating complete toleration for non-conformists.7 9 Clearly the debate
over liberty of conscience was "in the air."
B. JOHN LOCKE

But the single most important writer to support religious liberalism in
England or America was none other than John Locke, the English philosopher whose major writings had enormous influence in America as well as
in England. 0
Locke was fully cognizant of the arguments advanced on all sides of
the question, since his years in Holland in the 1680s had brought him into
contact with Dutch philosophers and theologians as well as with writers
from France and other countries who had sought refuge from religious

76. Id.at xxxiv.

77. Id. Goodwin's tract was titled, "M.S. TO A.S. WITH A PLEA FOR LIBERTY OF
CONSCIENCE IN A CHURCH WAY .. ." In 1846, the Hanserd Knollys Society of London
republished TRACTS ON LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE AND PERSECUTION 1614-1661 (1846).
78. JOHN MILTON, TREATISE OF CIVIL POWER IN ECCLESIASTICAL CAUSES (1659);
Milton had earlier attacked the censorship of the press in his AREOPAGITICA (1644).
79. On the other side of the debate, there were numerous examples of the conservative
viewpoint, most notably Samuel Parker whose DISCOURSE OF ECCLESIASTICAL POLITIE
(1669) advocated the exercise of power by the civil magistrate in matters of conscience.
80. For an analysis of Locke's thought on religious questions, see JOHN MARSHALL,
JOHN LOCKE: RESISTANCE, RELIGION AND RESPONSIBILITY (1994).
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persecution in the liberal environment of the Netherlands.8 ' Even though
his work was called a letter on "toleration," Locke's theory was really
predicated upon religious liberty. Toleration implied the existence of a
dominant orthodoxy, but Locke believed that the church, like the state, was
a free society voluntarily entered into by its adherents. s2 Religious truth,
Locke thought, could be discerned through reason. The civil magistrate only
had authority to intervene in religious matters when issues of general law
and order were implicated by particular religious practices.8 3 In this
respect, Locke was in full agreement with Roger Williams. Both subscribed
to the more liberal view of freedom of conscience rather than mere
84
"toleration" of religious dissent.
For Locke, a regime characterized by the existence of religious liberty
was one in which citizens were free to believe, or disbelieve, as a matter of
individual choice without interference by the state. The state could not give
a preference for one church, sect, or form of religious practice over another.
Such preference was characteristic of regimes governed by mere toleration
rather than liberty. The only groups that Locke excluded from the
enjoyment of religious liberty were atheists and Roman Catholics. Atheists
were excluded because "promises, covenants, and oaths, which are the bonds
of human society, can have no hold upon an atheist ....

Those that their

atheism undermine and destroys all religion can have no pretense of religion
whereupon to challenge the privilege of a toleration. ' 8 5 Roman Catholics
were excluded because they "deliver themselves up to the protection and
service of another prince. "86 In believing that atheists and Roman Catholics made poor citizens, and in contrast with the more enlightened views of
Williams, Locke was reflecting the prevailing prejudices of his contemporaries, prejudices that would continue for at least another century.
Locke had written often on the subject of religious freedom between
the years 1660 and 1689. In the course of that period, his ideas had
changed, partly because of changing historical circumstances, and partly
because Locke himself had become more liberal on the subject due to his
exposure to liberal thought on the continent. Locke's Letter Concerning
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Toleration" reflected his most mature thinking on the subject. He
published the work at the same time that his important philosophical
treatises, the Two Treatises of Government 8 and the Essay Concerning
Human Understanding, 9 appeared in print. 90 Unlike the Bloudy Tenent
of Roger Williams, the Letter Concerning Toleration was a beacon of clarity
free of the theological or doctrinal cant that had bedeviled most formal
discussions of religious freedom in the earlier polemical literature. A
moderate and, for the most part, a sensible statement of the liberal position
on religious freedom, the Letter Concerning Toleration stands as a major
standard of the meaning of religious liberty and freedom of conscience in
the English-speaking world in the century preceding the enactment in
America of constitutional guarantees of religious freedom. "From the many
earlier works on the same subject, which had often been prolix and difficult
to read, Locke's Epistola [was] distinguished by its simple mode of
reasoning, its underlying sense of practical politics, and by the absence both
of abstruse speculation and of theological polemics."'"
John Locke explicitly acknowledged the rights of conscience of Native
Americans. In his Letter Concerning Toleration, Locke posed the
following question: "What if some church be idolatrous, is that also to be
tolerated by the magistrate?" This was Locke's answer to the query:
What power can be given to the magistrate for the suppression of
an idolatrous church, which may not, in time and place, be made
use of to the ruin of an orthodox one? For it must be remembered, that the civil power is the same every where, and the
religion of every prince is orthodox to himself. If, therefore, such
a power be granted unto the civil magistrate in spirituals, as that
at Geneva, for example; he may extirpate, by violence and blood,
the religion which is there reputed idolatrous; by the same rule,

87. LOCKE, supra note 84.
88. JOHN LOCKE, Two TREATISES OF GOVERNMENT (1689).
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90. Gough, supra note 7, at 1.
91. Klibansky, supra note 81, at xxxv.
Its moderate language, its well-organized and incisive arguments and not
least its lucid literary style, much appreciated by the public of Locke's
time, contributed to the immediate success of this treatise .... It is
therefore not surprising that this work has gained a greater importance than
most writings of this kind, not only on account of the controversies which
it caused at the time, but also and especially, because it became the starting
point for the discussions on the problem of religious tolerance in the
following centuries.
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another magistrate, in some neighboring country, may oppress the
reformed religion; and, in India, the Christian. The civil power
can either change everything in religion, according to the prince's
pleasure, or it can change nothing. If it be once permitted to
introduce anything into religion, by the means of laws and
penalties, there can be no bounds put to it; but it will, in some
manner, be lawful to alter everything, according to that rule of
truth which the magistrate has framed unto himself. No man
whatsoever ought therefore to be deprived of his terrestrial
enjoyments, upon account of his religion. Not even Americans,
subjected unto a Christian prince, are to be punished either in
body or goods, for not embracing our faith and worship. If they
are persuaded that they please God in observing the rites of their
own country, and that they shall obtain happiness by that means,
they are to be left unto God and themselves.9 2
92. LOCKE, supra note 84, at 49-50 (italics added). There is no doubt from the context
of this passage that by the term "American" Locke meant Native American. The two
following paragraphs make this plain:
Thus it is: an inconsiderable and weak number of Christians, destitute of
every thing, arrive in a pagan country; these foreigners beseech the
inhabitants, by the bowels of humanity, that they would succor them with
the necessaries of life; those necessaries are given them, habitations are
granted, and they all join together, and grow up into one body of people.
The Christian religion by this means takes root in that country, and spreads
itself; but does not suddenly grow the strongest. While things are in this
condition, peace, friendship, faith, and equal justice, are preserved amongst
them. At length the magistrate becomes a Christian, and by that means
their party becomes the most powerful. The immediately all compacts are
to be broken, all civil rights to be violated, that idolatry may be extirpated:
and unless these innocent pagans, strict observers of the rules of equality
and the law of nature, and no ways offending against the laws of the
society, I say unless they will forsake their ancient religion, and embrace
a new and strange one, they are to be turned out of the lands and
possession of their forefathers, and perhaps deprived of life itself. Then at
last it appears what zeal for the church, joined with the desire of dominion,
is capable to produce: and how easily the pretense of religion, and of the
care of souls, serves for a cloak to covetousness, rapine, and ambition.
Now, whosoever maintains that idolatry to be rooted out of any place by
laws, punishments, fire, and sword, may apply this story to himself: for the
reason of the thing is equal, both in America and Europe. And neither
pagans there, nor any dissenting Christians here, can with any right be
deprived of their worldly goods by the predominating faction of a courtchurch; nor are any civil right to be either changed or violated upon
account of religion in one place more than another.
Id. at 38. Not until a century later did the term "American" come to have its modem
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But neither Roger Williams' respect for the language, culture and
spiritual values of Native Americans, nor John Locke's acknowledgement
of the Native American's right to freedom of conscience, was enough to
create a system of toleration broad enough to accommodate Native
American religion. Christianity and the religious freedom experienced by
others did little to mitigate the disastrous decline of the Native American
way of life, including Native American religious life, in British America.
VII. CONCLUSION

Insensitivity to Native American religion continues. Recent decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States are replete with stunning
examples. In dissenting from a majority decision that allowed the Forest
Service to build a road in a national forest that ran through the traditional
burial grounds of some of America's native peoples, Justice William
Brennan wrote:
Today, the Court holds that a federal land-use decision that
promises to destroy an entire religion does not burden the practice
of that faith in a manner recognized by the Free Exercise Clause.
[The Court has] thus stripped respondents and all other Native
Americans of any constitutional protection against perhaps the
most serious threat to their age-old religious practices, and indeed
to their entire way of life . . . . I find it difficult, however, to
imagine conduct more insensitive to religious needs than the
Government's determination to build a marginally useful road in
the face of uncontradicted evidence that the road will render the
practice of respondents' religion impossible.93
Persisting insensitivity to the religious requirements of Native
generic meaning. De Crevecoeur's question, "What is an American?" (1782), DE
CREVECOEUR, supra note 22, is a useful datum marking the transition in usage from a
term which referred to Native Americans to one which denoted their white adversaries.
For-historians, "Americanization" in its eighteenth century context still means the
transformation of the European settlers as a result of their contact with the native peoples
of North America. AXTELL, supra note 55, at 274, 303-15. Moreover, in his SECOND
TREATISE, Locke wrote: "In the beginning, all the world was America ...... J. LOCKE,
SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT 30 (R.H. Cox ed., 1982). Clearly, those who lived

here "in the beginning"-- that is, before the European settlement--were "Americans."
93. Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 476-77 (1988)
(Brennan, J., dissenting). "[A]s Native Americans learned long ago ... the ethnocentrism
and discrimination that characterized America's historic treatment of Indians persist today."
John Rhodes, An American Tradition: The Religious Persecution of Native Americans, 52

MoNT. L. REV. 13, 15 (1991).
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Americans is rooted in a long tradition of intolerance that goes back to
America's earliest times. While the most liberal contemporary writers on
the subject of religious toleration in early America were prepared to include
Native Americans within the ambit of religious freedom, the religion of
America's indigenous population was subjected to systematic suppression.
This occurred while European settlers were establishing the foundations of
religious liberty in North America, both in practice as well as in legal
formulations. Religious toleration in early America was widespread as long
as it did not interfere with the necessities of settlement. Even AfricanAmericans were able to define a place for themselves in the colorful
spectrum of American religious diversity. But the Indian faced the most
formidable obstacles. Unable to establish a permanent status for themselves
in their own land, native people found that the religious pluralism of white
America had no place for them. The heritage of oppression, established
early in our history, marked the limits of religious liberty in America's
historical experience. It continues to haunt the efforts of Native Americans
to fully gain religious recognition.

